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STORE is designed for staking

Fig. 1 — How $STORE owners become STORE miners
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STORE is designed to offer token holders competitive returns in the growing, multi-billion 
dollar staking market and to redesign the dynamics of the $266B public cloud computing 
market through a radically new design that provides value to all stakeholders (users, miners 
and developers).

What is staking? Staking is the process of holding funds to support the operations of a 
blockchain network through a reward-driven process1. Staking has been one of the unique 
differentiating features offered in crypto-industry. Mimicking passive-income strategies in 
traditional finance, staking allows users to earn rewards directly on-chain for holding a given 
currency. This method of locking funds to earn rewards is called Proof-of-Stake or PoS.

People who lock the given currency on a blockchain network to support its operations are 
called variously as Stakers, Validators, Bakers, Block Producers, and so on. At STORE we call 
them miners and the currency they stake and earn will be $STORE. With billions locked up in 
staking already, we believe the market will continue to grow and STORE’s unique monetary 
and security policy will allow stakeholders to earn higher returns vs other protocols.

Step 1 — $STORE owners become STORE miners with staking

Like any technology, STORE will evolve over multiple phases. Each phase will feature a mining 
auction to fill open mining positions for that phase. STORE will feature 3 to 4 founding initial 
mining auctions, beginning in 2021 and will then feature quarterly IMA’s to grow the STORE 
network. 

Fig. 1 illustrates the process of how $STORE owners become its miners.

To bolster the security of the protocol, winning the mining auction is not sufficient to become a 
miner. Security goes beyond monetary values alone as auction winners must also be trusted 
for STORE’s “one entity, one vote” (1e1v) governance with other winners as well as existing 
miners, if any, to become STORE miners. Hence, a potential miner must lock up capital and 
also be approved by peers on the network to help mitigate gaming the system.

$STORE

1
$STORE owner compete in the 
mining auction for a launch phase 
for open miner position 

2
Top bidders win the mining 
auction for the launch phase 3

Winners gain trust as "one entity, 
one vote" (1e1v) with each other 
and existing STORE miners

4
Trusted winners 
become STORE miners
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There are two types of STORE miners — Validation miners and Storage miners. Each of these 
miners perform specific tasks to collectively secure the STORE blockchain. The mining auction 
is held separately for each miner type.

Step 2 — Miners form the zero-fee settlement layer

Fig. 2 illustrates how miners build STORE’s zero-fee settlement layer, another name for STORE 
blockchain. First, they form Markets with 17 miners per Market  . Fig 2.1 illustrates how a Market 
is formed. The purpose of a Market is to provide cost-effective, specialized services to 
developers on STORE. For example, one Market may specialize in GDPR-compliance while 
another provides high performance computing for machine learning. Without Markets, the 
cost of such specialized services spreads across all miners making those services 
cost-prohibitive for developers. Over time, markets will compete for developers as each market 
can customize its own governance and economics to gain competitive advantages over other 
markets, all the while pooled security defends the entire protocol.

A network of Markets forms STORE’s zero-fee settlement layer. STORE Labs Inc. develops the 
software that miners will run to secure the blockchain. The software can be run with a one-click 
setup on public clouds such as AWS™. The software will be designed to work with 
staking-as-a-service providers like Staked.us2.

Step 3 — Miners secure the zero-fee settlement layer

Fig. 3 illustrates how miners secure the STORE blockchain. Securing the blockchain means 
collecting transactions (similar to bank or credit card transactions) into a bucket called a block, 
validating those transactions, and finally sealing the block to guarantee that those transactions 
can be trusted. Miners receive rewards for every block they secure. This is the income miners 
will generate for staking on STORE. Since all miners from all markets secure the settlement 
transactions, they earn block rewards based on their participation. This is akin to a passive 
income strategy, where users are rewarded for securing the network instead of paying and 
trusting a centralized service provider. 

1
Miners from Markets. Each 
Market is made up of 10 
Validation and 7 Storage Miners

2
STORE Labs Inc. will provide software 
for miners with one-click setup to 
run on public clouds such as AWS™

3
STORE is a network of Markets, 
which form the zero-fee 
settlement layer

STORE Market

Storage
Miners

STORE Network

Zero-fee
settlement layer

Fig. 2 — Miners collectively build STORE’s zero-fee settlement layer
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Step 4 — Miners upgrade to power the data economy 

STORE Platform aims to power the data economy, allowing data buyers, producers, developers 
and users to transact with each other without having to trust each other. The STORE platform 
will enable miners, developers and data creators to be profitable, instead of the uneven siloed 
value capture demonstrated in the massive valuations of internet companies, such as 
Facebook and Google. The ability to tokenize data outside of these silos will drive a flywheel 
where this structured data can be efficiently allocated to machine learning models to drive 
unthinkable applications and services of the future. Fig. 4 illustrates this flywheel effect.

Fig. 3 — Miners collectively secure STORE’s zero-fee settlement layer and earn rewards

Fig. 4 — The flywheel effect of structured data on STORE
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1
Users send  transections to any 
Market, but they are validated and 
approved by miners of all Marketers

2
For every block of transections they 
secure, STORE miners earn block 
rewards

3
Block rewards are distributed 
proportional to miners’ stakes 
relative to all other miners

$STORE staked $STORE earned

Data grows in value when refined and machine learning-ready

To drive 20th century economic transformation, crude oil had to be refined into plastics,
gasoline, chemicals, and more. Like crude oil, “crude data” gains more economic value as it

becomes clean and labeled. Once refined, data becomes the raw material for machine
learning and real-time intelligence to transform any industry or computing environment. 
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To achieve this goal, the role of miners will grow from simply securing the network to voicing 
an opinion on its future. At the end of the final launch phase, STORE will have 10 Markets with 
170 miners. At this stage, the miners have the critical mass to formally ratify governance on how 
to run and grow STORE. Miners can vote to upgrade from zero-fee settlement layer to p2p 
cloud computing platform (also known as STORE platform) to enable richer functionality and 
support a wider array of use cases that power the data economy. We believe the next shift in 
computing will be with tokenized and open data, delivered through the STORE platform.

Fig. 5 illustrates the process to upgrade STORE from zero-fee settlement layer to p2p cloud 
computing platform.

The upgrade to STORE platform has two distinct parts.

        1. Upgrade the mining software to validate transactions originating from the STORE 
 platform.
        2. Upgrade the mining infrastructure to support running data-rich applications and mine 
 datacoins.

Not all Markets may decide to upgrade, although those that do can support running data-rich 
applications, which decentralize and open up their data as datacoins. 

Datacoins enable the data created and shared by applications to be tokenized, which allow 
users and developers to control the flow of value within their applications. Upgrading to STORE 
platform enables this. Miners provide developers with the compute resources and other 
services they need to run data-rich applications and get paid in $STORE for providing their 
services. This revenue is illustrated in fig. 6.

Fig. 5 — Miners vote to upgrade to p2p cloud computing platform

5

2 STORE Labs Inc. will provide software for miners with 
one-click setup to run on public clouds such as AWS 1 Miners vote to upgrade STORE from zero-fee 

settlement layer also mine datacoins
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While only some Markets may decide to support running data-rich applications, all Markets will 
continue to secure the STORE blockchain and earn block rewards for doing so as discussed in 
fig. 3. This means even the Markets that decided to only secure the zero-fee settlement layer 
will have to run a software update to ensure these markets are still securing all the transactions 
on the network, including those on STORE Platform. In return for upgrading their software they 
will earn additional block rewards originating from transactions created in the STORE platform.

About STORE

STORE aims to tokenize data to make it open (easily discoverable), tradable (data can be 
purchased), and programmable (developers can build their applications using each other’s 
purchased data). STORE uses a “⅔+ trust model” to secure the data created on its platform. 
STORE miners become trusted oracles (a trusted data source) with this model, thus fueling a 
new economy around tokenized and open data. More information about how STORE 
transforms data into programmable money called datacoins can be accessed here.

STORE offers better real yields than other protocols

Proof-of-stake is a rapidly growing industry, with nearly $7B currently staked and locked up in 
various PoS protocols as shown in fig. 7. What makes STORE different is its sound long term 
monetary supply, which results in less diluted returns and sustainably underpins the protocol 
for the long term.

Fig. 6 — Miners provide compute resources to developers and generate revenue as “decentralized AWS™”

1

App developers buy p2p compute resources 
from STORE miners and pay them in $STORE. 
The cost to developers is comparable to 
centralized cloud services like the AWS™.

2
Developers receive compute resources 
to host their tokenized apps.

App1 Developer

$STORE
STORE Market

2
STORE miners share the $STORE revenue based on the 
resources (compute, storage, and bandwidth) they provide.



Fig. 7 — PoS industry by staked amount
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Fig. 8 compares the benefits of long term staking and compounding returns of some of the 
most popular PoS protocols. STORE’s low, non-compounding inflation of 20M maximum 
STORE per year gives the protocol a competitive advantage over other protocols, leading to 
higher projected real yields.

Fig. 8 — Compounding returns of STORE compared with other leading PoS protocols (accounting for the dilutive

effects of inflation)    

About the rapidly growing Proof-of-Stake industry

Total staked and locked up in USD as of January 10, 2020: Nearly $7 Billion

This may grow as the $20 billion Ethereum protocol transitions over to Proof-of-Stake.
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EOS
61.8%

$1,882m

XZT
85.8%

$832m

ATOM
98.6%

$771.7m

ALGO
74.9%

$515.4m

DASH
51.4%

$307.1m

SNX
88.3%

$125.4m

XEM
40.5%

$121.1m

DCR
51.3%

$94.4m

KAVA
86%

$87.8m

VSYS
40.8%

$51.3m

WAVES
53%

$45.5m

NRG
72.4%

$33.1m

LSK
42.7%

$31m

ZEN
36.4%

$30.6m

ICX
39.3%

$24.3m

95.6%
LPT
$23.9m

35.6%
IOST
$22m

61.1%
XZC
$19.2m

48.3%
TOMO
$16.9m

41.6%
ARDR
$16.7m

32.7%
IRIS
$13m

70.9%
ARK
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56%
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43.1%
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$3.2m

41.2%
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24.4%
LTO
$2.1m

Chart, design, and data from: StakingRewards.com

Inflation-adjusted, compounding returns for major staking protocols
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How mining auctions work?

Initial Mining Auctions (IMAs) are the first step for $STORE owners to join STORE as miners to 
secure the network and earn passive income. Fig. 10 illustrates how IMAs are used to onboard 
$STORE owners as its miners. It also illustrates the following key points.

        1.

        2. 

Block rewards — miner’s Earning Power or EP — earned by STORE miners are 
proportional to their staked $STORE relative to all other miners (in their mining group). 
So, the more $STORE a miner stakes, the higher the allocation of block rewards they 
receive. This equitable reward model where all miners earn block rewards for securing 
the STORE blockchain ensures that miners’ EP is predictable which is critical for the 
long term financial planning of major miners who underpin STORE Platform.

However, EP has a ceiling defined by the Security Budget or SB. SB determines the 
maximum percentage of $STORE circulating supply staked by miners that will reward 
miners for security. Any stake beyond the SB will receive zero block rewards. This is to 
ensure the network does not overpay for security and that tokens will be available for 
other use cases on the network beyond staking. In Stone Age, the founding launch 
phase for STORE, the SB will begin at 10% and then will grow to 51% through 2 to 3 
additional launch phases. Bid amounts may be reduced proportionately to ensure that 
the total bid amount of all winning miners doesn’t exceed the SB as illustrated in step 2 
in fig. 10.

Fig. 9 — STORE’s estimated real yields compared with other leading PoS protocols
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Fig 9 compares STORE’s real yields with other leading protocols.

$STORE will have better Real Yields than leading Proof-of-Stake protocols

Low, non-compounding inflation of 20 Million maximum $STORE per year gives STORE a competitive advantage.

STORE is competing to become a global leader in the growing $7 Billion staking industry.

Name Expected Yield (APR) [2] Real Yield Market Cap ($) Staking Requirements [3] Estimated Cost

STORE

Storage miner
13.90%

[1]

Validation miner
13.47%

Storage miner
11.49%

Validation miner
11.07%

$22.65M
(STORE market cap
based upon today’s
Allocated Supply [5])

Storage miner
50,000 STORE minimum

Validation miner
10,000 STORE minimum

Storage miner
0.39 BTC / $3,450

Validation miner
0.08 BTC / $690

[4]

Polkadot 20% 9.09% $1B 350 DOTs 2.68 BTC / $23,661

Ethereum Est. 4.00% 4.3893% $17.6B 32 ETH 0.48 BTC / $4,224

Cosmos 9.65% 3.0350% $543M 1 ATOM 0.00048 BTC / $4.31

Tron 4.13% 2.4338% $1.0B 1 TRX 0.0000015 BTC / $0.013

Cardano Est. 3.70% 2.1648% $977M 10,000 ADA 0.039 BTC / $344

Tezos 6.94% 1.1771% $507M 1 XTZ (Baker Roll: 8000) 1.45 BTC / $12,800

EOS 1.84% 0.9901% $2.6B 1 EOS 0.00028 BTC / $2.46

Stellar 1% 0.9112% $1.2B
1 XLM (0.05% of supply
for inflation destination)

0.0000051 BTC / $0.045



Miners incur operational cost to secure the STORE blockchain. They run the software provided 
by STORE Labs Inc. initially on public clouds such as the AWS™ and may eventually on their 
own private datacenters   as STORE upgrades from zero-fee settlement layer to p2p cloud 
computing platform. STORE’s reward structure is designed with the cost to run the mining 
nodes in mind. In this section, we discuss two types of miners on STORE, their specific 
responsibilities and cost to run mining nodes for the two miner types.

Miners’ responsibilities and costs

        3. Each miner is limited to one vote in STORE’s 1e1v governance, irrespective of the size of 
their stakes. 1e1v governance uses a decentralized trust model called “Trust Your 
Network” or TYN3 . TYN requires ⅔+ voters to agree and vote on things like identities, 
governance proposals, monetary policy changes, and so on. TYN achieves fault-tolerant 
trust and minimizes centralization concerns arising from a handful of large miners 
owning large voting powers  .

Fig. 10 — $STORE owners join STORE as miners with Initial Mining Auctions (IMAs) 
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https://research.storelabs.org/tyn3

How Initial Mining Auctions launch and continue to grow //STORE

STORE will launch across 3-4 founding Initial Mining Auctions into ~170 Proof-of-Stake miners before attempting

to ratify a one entity, one vote governance (1e1v) . Once ratified, $STORE can be mined by an unlimited number of

Markets (with 17 miners per Market). Governance votes to grow Markets through ongoing, quarterly IMAs.

$STORE owners compete in
Initial Mining Auctions (IMA)

1

Bidder 8

Bidder 15

Bidder 21

Bidder 35

Bidder 49

Bidder 53

Bidder 68

Average bid amount
based on the
security budget (SB)

Etc.

STORE governance sets the security 
budget (SB) and minimum bid for 
each blind and anonymous IMA. 
Every quarter, governance votes on 
adding new Markets too. 

If there is 1 new Market being
opened, then the 17 top bidders
win the IMA… but they must be

trusted as 1e1v by $STORE miners
before joining the Market.

2

Bidder 21

Bidder 8

Bidder 15

Bid amounts may be
reduced proportionately
to ensure that total bid
amount doesn’t exceed
the SB. Etc.

If they aren’t trusted by 2/3 of all 
active $STORE miners, then the next 
highest bidder must gain trust in 1e1v 
before joining the Market. If there’s a 
1e1v violation, after a 2/3 governance 
vote, the miner is 100% slashed and 
removed by fellow miners from the 
Market and therefore STORE itself.

Miners earn block rewards for
every block. Earning Power is
proportional to the amount of

their total $STORE staked
relative to all other miners but

each miner is limited by a single
vote in governance (1e1v).

Earnings are also capped by the
SB (voted on by governance). 

3

Bidder 21

Bidder 8

Bidder 15

Block rewards are earned
proportionately by all miners.Etc.

Before governance is ratified and 
before a peaceful transfer of power 
takes place, STORE Labs will 
determine the # of Markets, 
minimum bid size, and security  for 
each founding launch auction.
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Validation Miner

Validation miners perform transaction validation and provide a secure sandbox to run 
tokenized app instances. They are similar to Bitcoin full nodes in general functionality. Each 
launch phase has a predetermined number of Validation miner positions that $STORE owners 
can bid for.

Storage Miner

Storage miners provide distributed, replicated, and secure datastore for tokenized app data 
and zero-fee transactions. They are similar to decentralized Infura (Ethereum’s state owned by 
ConsenSys  ) or decentralized Amazon AWS™ in their general functionality. Similar to 
Validation miners, a predetermined number of Storage miner positions that $STORE owners 
can bid for.

STORE’s 1e1v governance requires that a miner can only be a Validation miner or a Storage 
miner. An entity can never be both types at the same time. 

Validation and Storage miners together secure STORE blockchain using a leader-free, BFT 
consensus algorithm called BlockfinBFT  . The software provided by STORE Labs Inc. 
implements all the necessary logic for STORE miners to perform their duties as miners. STORE 
miners thus have two fundamental responsibilities for securing the STORE blockchain.

        1. Run STORE Labs Inc-provided software on public clouds such as the AWS™. They are 
 called mining nodes.
        2. Ensure that the mining nodes are up and running 24/7, so they can secure the blocks 
 produced on-chain. Not maintaining a high uptime will result in miners losing the 
 block rewards for blocks not secured by them as well as potential uptime bonus awards.

Fig. 11 illustrates typical setup for Validation and Storage miners. The setup for both miner types 
are very similar, except for the additional computational and storage capacity for Storage 
miners. The mining nodes are deployed in two regions to ensure high availability. The cost for 
the standard mining node setup is illustrated in table 1 (a setup without high availability costs 
roughly half as much, although such cost savings come at the expense of lost revenue in block 
rewards due to potentially poor uptimes).

https://research.storelabs.org/BlockfinBFT4



Fig. 11 — Typical mining node setup for Validation and Storage miners

Table 1 — Estimated cost of running Validation and Storage mining nodes
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https://www.firewalls.com/brands/barracuda-networks/f-series-firewalls/barracuda-f12.html5

https://www.ec2instances.info/?cost_duration=annually6

Load Balancer and 
DDoS protector

validation
miner servers

Region A

validation
miner servers

Region B

Internet

Storage miner setup

Internet

Storage miner setup

validation
miner servers

Region A

validation
miner servers

Region B

Item
Validation Mining Node

(Annual cost)

Storage Mining Node

(Annual cost)

Firewall — such as Barracuda F12 5 x 2. $770 x 2, cost
amortized over 3 years.

$513 $513

NGINX — for load balancing and spam and DDoS
protection x 2. AWS m3.medium 6 or similar.

$840 $840

EC2 instance — for running Validation mining
software x 2. AWS c5d.large or similar.

$1,070 --

Storage cost — for blockchain data. Uses a
combination of EBS (SSD gp2 volume) and S3 for
efficient, distributed storage. Assumes full capacity
with 170 total miners.

$590 $850

Hardware Security Module (HSM) — for securely
signing blocks x 2.

$300 $300

Total estimated annual cost per miner $3,313 $5,023

EC2 instance — for running Storage mining software
x 4. AWS m5d.large or similar.

-- $2,520
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The estimated total miner cost in table 1 doesn’t include the following items, which vary widely 
from one country/region to another. 

        • Broadband internet connection
        • Electricity, facility, rent, personnel to monitor and manage the mining nodes, and so on.

Note also that the above setup is used in the zero-fee settlement layer. When STORE upgrades 
to p2p cloud computing platform, the miners in the respective Markets will need to upgrade 
their setup to support running tokenized apps. The cost estimation for running platform 
infrastructure is available at: https://research.storelabs.org/cpt.

Staking calculator

STORE provides a calculator to help $STORE owners decide whether or not it is profitable to 
join STORE as one of the miner types. No other platform offers an extensive calculator for 
stakers to understand their real costs and returns – STORE was built from the ground up with 
costs and returns embedded in the protocol’s DNA. It helps answer the following questions:

        1. What are the different launch phases and which phase should I join as a miner? What 
 happens if I want to wait for a couple of launch phases before deciding to join?
        2. Should I become a Validation Miner or a Storage Miner? How much does it cost to run 
 the mining nodes for each type?
        3. What is the breakeven $STORE price to recover my costs of running the mining node?
        4. How many open positions are there for each launch phase and miner type?
        5. If I stake “x” $STORE in a given launch phase, what is the estimated return I can expect?
        6. What will be my return on investment if the $STORE price is “y”? 

Figures 12 and 13 illustrate how the staking calculator works. You can run your own “what-if” at 
https://research.storelabs.org/stakingcalculator.
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Fig. 12 — Select a launch phase and miner type to learn about estimated costs run the mining node



Try the Advanced Staking Calculator with additional options to learn more about the staking 
process, number of miner seats available in each launch phase, and other details.

Glossary

https://storelabs.org/glossary
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Fig. 13 — See the breakeven $STORE price and the estimated yield for a given stake size


